Dear Parents/Carers,

**PARENT INFORMATION AFTERNOON**

A Parent/Teacher afternoon will be held on **Tuesday 9 February 2016**. The afternoon is being held to provide parents with the opportunity to meet the class teachers and to hear of grade and class plans for the year.

There will not be time for individual interviews during the evening however, if you have a particular problem/concern that you would like to discuss with your child’s teacher, a time can be made for an individual interview on another day.

**Parent Information Afternoon Sessions:**

- KG, 1/2R and 2CS – Tuesday 9 February 2016  
  3:15 – 3:45pm
- 3A, 4H and 5/6S – Tuesday 9 February 2016  
  3:45 – 4:15pm

All sessions will be held in your child’s classroom.

We understand that some families may have two classrooms to attend during the one session. If this is the case, we suggest you arrange a different time with your child’s classroom teacher to discuss the year ahead or request for the information package to be given to you. We hope you will be able to join us.

Androula Kavallaris
Principal